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ABSTRACT

The perception of prosodic prominence is thought to be influenced by multiple competing factors. Three experiments tested the effects of phonological salience, discourse context and listener’s knowledge about the discourse on prosodic prominence judgements, using short adjective–noun phrases extracted from a corpus of spontaneous speech. These phrases had either a prominent L + H* 0 or a less prominent H* !H* pitch accent contour. The phrases were presented in a discourse context which either supported or did not support a contrastive interpretation of the adjective. Effects of the contrastive context to increase the perception of prominence only emerged for the phrases with the phonologically prominent L + H* 0 pitch accent sequence. Additionally, the magnitude of the contrast effect was correlated with the listener’s awareness of the discourse context, suggesting an ample interplay between linguistic context, pragmatic context, and phonology in prominence perception.

Introduction

It is a truism that, for a given utterance, listeners perceive some words as more prosodically prominent than other words. This variability is reflected in the acoustics of utterance prosody, where fluctuations in fundamental frequency (f0), duration, and intensity – among other factors – are used to mark phonological events, such as phrasing, and to signal information-structural components, such as focus. While the acoustics of prominence production are somewhat well-studied (see Beckman & Venditti, 2010, for review), the perception of prosodic prominence is not well-understood. In particular, the extent to which acoustic cues interact with non-acoustic contextual cues in prominence perception is unclear. The present study aims to address this gap in understanding, with the ultimate agenda of advancing our knowledge of the speech perception–interpretation interface.

This lack of clarity is due, in part, to terminology: “prominence” can mean many things to many people (see Wagner et al., 2015, for review). For the present study, we restrict our definition of prominence to include only prosodic prominence – other kinds of prominence are beyond the scope of this paper – and we define prominence as a purely perceptual phenomenon. Prominence thus defined is relational – a word or phrase cannot be prominent a priori, but must be perceived as prominent relative to another word or phrase. This definition also entails that prominence cannot be directly observed in the acoustic signal, although acoustics remain useful as a means of indirect inference. In this way, prominence is a quale, similar to other qualia such as pitch or loudness. A purely acoustical or phonological theory of prominence perception would predict that prominence judgements can be inferred from the acoustics or phonology of an utterance alone. An alternative view is that factors at other levels, such as pragmatic context, which includes both discourse context itself and the listener’s knowledge about the discourse background, have a role to play in prominence perception.

In this study, we used a prominence-rating task to examine the extent to which prominence perception is affected by phonological factors and by contextual factors. The stimuli were short phrases with different pitch accent contours, thus varying their phonological features. Three contextual factors were also manipulated. The first factor, a manipulation of local context, was whether the sequence of the paired phrases in each trial did or did not repeat the noun: a repetition of the head noun (e.g. blue drum, brown drum) may lead to a contrastive reading of the second phrase. The second factor was the insertion of a brief utterance spoken by another voice (such as “Okay, next?”) between the two
phrases. The third factor manipulated the instruction provided to the participants prior to the task, specifically regarding background information (or lack thereof) that may affect their interpretation of the illocutionary function of utterances. The insertion of another voice and the instruction on discourse background turned the sequential noun phrases (e.g. blue drum, brown drum) into meaningful turns in a discourse (e.g. “Blue drum”. “Okay, next?” “Brown drum”). To preface our results, we find evidence that prominence perception is influenced by phonological content (pitch accent combination), discourse context (contrastive or non-contrastive readings), and the listeners’ knowledge about the discourse background (whether they interpret communicative intent behind the phrases): words that are phonologically salient are perceived as being more prominent than words that are phonologically less salient regardless of the context; words that are in a contrastive word sequence are perceived as being more prominent than those in a non-contrastive sequence, independently of pitch accent; additionally, the magnitude of this effect is enhanced when participants believe that they are listening to a real dialogue rather than a monologue.

The contribution of pitch accenting to prominence perception

Within the autosegmental-metrical framework of American English intonational phonology, local tonal prominences in speech are due to phonological entities called pitch accents (Ladd, 2008; Pierrehumbert, 1980). The widely used Tones and Break Indices (ToBI; Beckman & Ayers, 1997) prosodic annotation system for American English distinguishes several pitch accents. In the present study, we compared two pitch accent sequences on two-word adjective-noun phrases: \([H^* \!H^*]\) and \([L + H^* 0]\) (where “0” represents an unaccented word). The sequence \([H^* \!H^*]\) has been described as a “citation form” (Ladd, 2008: 98) and is commonly regarded as a relatively neutral prosodic contour, serving simply to introduce information to the discourse without complex inferences. The exclamation mark on the \(!H^*\) accent denotes “downstep”, whereby this accent is realised with a slightly lower f0 peak than the preceding \(H^*\). A lower f0 peak does not necessarily lead to a perception of diminished prominence (Gussenhoven, Repp, Rietveld, Rump, & Terken, 1997; Pierrehumbert, 1979; Terken, 1991, 1994), although the second pitch accent of the sequence \([H^* \!H^*]\) is theoretically less prominent than the second pitch accent of the sequence \([H^* H^*]\).

Before continuing, it should be noted that the distinction between \(L + H^*\) and \(H^*\) has been a source of continued debate in the literature. Principally, the dispute centres around whether the distinction is one of phonological type (e.g. Arvaniti & Garding, 2007), or a distinction of phonetic prominence alone (e.g. Calhoun, 2012; Ladd & Schepman, 2003). These issues are largely orthogonal to those of the present study. It is clear that, regardless of whether the distinction is truly phonological, a \([L + H^* 0]\) sequence should give perceptual prominence to the adjective, relative to a \([H^* \!H^*]\) sequence.

Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg (1990, 296) described the \(L + H^*\) accent as being used “to convey that the accented item – and not some alternative related item – should be mutually believed”, and noted that it commonly denotes “a correction or contrast”. This wording of contrast is incidentally very similar to Rooth’s (1992) conception of focus-semantic value in his framework of alternative semantics. Perhaps in part due to this semantic prominence which is often associated with \(L + H^*\), or due to particular phonetic features of this accent (discussed below), this accent is commonly regarded as being highly prominent.

There is substantial experimental evidence that the \(L + H^*\) accent, in opposition to the relatively neutral \(H^*\) accent, evokes a contrastive interpretation (Bock & Mazella, 1983; Ito & Speer, 2008, 2011; Ito, Bibyk, Wagner, & Speer, 2014; Kurumada, Brown, Bibyk, Pontillo, & Tanenhau, 2014; Weber, Braun, & Crocker, 2006; cf. Ladd & Schepman, 2003). In an eyetracking study, Ito and Speer (2008) demonstrated that upon hearing a \(L + H^*\) pitch accent, listeners anticipated upcoming material consistent with a contrastive reading. That is, in a sequence like “hang the blue egg, now hang the GREEN yellow egg, now hang the BLUE egg”, listeners would look toward the set of eggs on the visual display before hearing the actual second noun. Ito and Speer (2008) interpreted these results as the \(L + H^*\) evoking a contrast between the accented entity (in this case, the colour \(green\)) and the most pertinent alternative (in this case, the previously mentioned colour \(blue\)). This contrast-evoking effect of \(L + H^*\) is concordant with Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg’s (1990, 296) characterisation of \(L + H^*\) as denoting a “correction or contrast”. Ito and Speer’s (2008) stimuli consisted of tightly controlled recordings made by a trained phonetician, so-called lab speech. A reasonable question is whether these stimuli were “prosodically hyperarticulated” and somehow unnatural – in other words, whether a naturally produced \(L + H^*\) is prominent in the same way as a \(L + H^*\) derived from lab speech. Pitch accents are phonological entities, and as such they have variable acoustic phonetic correlates. Generally, \(L + H^*\) has been asserted to have a higher and later pitch peak than \(H^*\) (Arvaniti & Garding, 2007; Burdin et al., 2015; Turnbull, Burdin, Clopper, & Tonhauser, 2015), while unaccented words (labelled with 0) have been reported to have reduced vowels (Bolinger, 1981; Lindblom, 1963) and lower pitch peaks than
accented words, such as those with !H* (Burdin & Clopper, 2015). The extent to which these patterns hold for spontaneous speech is currently unknown, especially in the realm of perception.

The present study used spontaneous speech, derived from a naturalistic task, as stimuli in a prominence-rating task. The use of natural spontaneous speech allowed us to sidestep potential issues of “prosodic hyperarticulation” which typically occurs with lab speech, and allowed us to examine natural variation in the pronunciation of pitch accents such as H* and L + H*.

**The contribution of linguistic context to prominence perception**

Bock and Mazzella (1983) reported the results of two comprehension experiments where target sentences were preceded by context sentences which varied in prosodic appropriateness. For example, the sentence DORIS fixed the radio, where capitals denote a L + H* accent, was comprehended faster when it was preceded by the contextually appropriate sentence ARNOLD didn’t fix the radio than when the preceding sentence had a contextually inappropriate accent (L + H* on fix) or when there was no strong accent in the sentence at all. The contextually appropriate context sentence evoked anticipation for a contrastive entity in the target sentence, leading to the facilitation in comprehension. This early investigation into the role of linguistic context suggests that prosodic perception is not completely signal-driven.

More recently, Cole, Mo, and Hasegawa-Johnson (2010) and Bishop (2012) have examined the balance between signal and contextual factors in the perception of prosodic prominence. Cole, Mo, and Hasegawa-Johnson (2010) presented naïve listeners with short monologues excerpted from the Buckeye Speech Corpus (Pitt et al., 2007), and asked the listeners to mark, on a transcript, which words they perceived as prominent. Their results showed considerable influence of the acoustic signal on prominence markings, but also that expectation-based factors, such as word frequency, influenced prominence independently of the signal. While the experimenters did not have direct control over the linguistic context of the stimuli, their findings suggest that participants were sensitive to differences in acoustic prominence that occur in spontaneous speech.

Bishop’s (2012) study involved a prominence-rating task where listeners were presented recordings of short dialogues. In contrast with Cole, Mo, and Hasegawa-Johnson (2010), these recordings were lab speech, not spontaneous speech. However, this design allowed the preceding linguistic context to be tightly controlled. Each dialogue consisted of a question–answer pair. The answer was a sentence such as “I bought a motorcycle”, while the question entailed a contrast on the whole sentence (“What happened yesterday?”), the verb phrase (“What did you do yesterday?”), or the object (“What did you buy yesterday”). Bishop (2012) found that the word “motorcycle” was perceived as more prominent in the object contrast condition than in the others, suggesting that the linguistic context (in this case, the information structure that leads to contrast) influenced listeners’ perceptions. In all three conditions, the same recording of the answer was presented, thus ruling out any potential acoustic or phonological influence on prominence perception. These results strongly suggest that discourse context plays an important role in prominence perception.

The use of simple dialogues in Bishop’s (2012) study demonstrated that preceding context utterances alone can lead to differences in the perception of prominence in the target utterance. However, it is not clear how much pragmatic context is required to establish focus interpretation. Do listeners anticipate particular discourse entities to be under focus even in a considerably impoverished discourse context, such as one which simply presents phrases in sequence with no semblance of a dialogue? Additionally, Bishop (2012) did not compare the effects of context to effects of phonological prominence, prompting the related line of inquiry into how listeners balance the acoustic and non-acoustic cues when making their judgements: whether these effects are additive, if one can “override” the other, and what listeners do in cases where the cues conflict. The present study used a combination of acoustic and linguistic contextual cues in a prominence-rating task. Over three experiments, we varied the discourse context to investigate the extent to which listeners require pragmatic support for contrastive interpretations of phrases, and how these interpretations influence the perception of prosodic prominence.

**Measuring prominence perception**

The present study adopted a modified version of the Rapid Prosodic Transcription (RPT) paradigm (Cole, Mo, & Baek, 2010, Cole, Mo, and Hasegawa-Johnson, 2010) for obtaining prominence judgements from listeners (for related paradigms, see also Baumann & Röhr, 2015; Bühman et al., 2002; Kohler, 2008; Portele, 1998; Streefkerk, Pols, & ten Bosch, 1997; Swerts, 1997). In this task, naïve, untrained listeners hear a stimulus phrase and are given minimal instructions to highlight the words that they perceive to be prominent on a written transcript of the speech. This method has been used to
acquire prominence ratings for samples of spontaneous speech in American English (Cole, Mo, & Baek, 2010; Cole, Mo, & Hasegawa-Johnson, 2010; Hualde et al., 2016; Kimball & Cole, 2014), French (Hualde et al., 2016; Roux, Bertrand, Ghio, & Astésano, 2016; Smith, 2013), Hindi (Jyoti, Cole, Hasegawa-Johnson, & Puri, 2014; Luchkina, Puri, Jyoti, & Cole, 2015), Korean (You, 2012), Spanish (Hualde et al., 2016), and Russian (Luchkina et al., 2015; Luchkina & Cole, 2014), and samples of read speech in German (Baumann, 2014).

The majority of research using the RPT paradigm, cited above, has used speech extracts with no explicit manipulation of linguistic or pragmatic context. However, with some small modifications, the task can investigate the effects of context at multiple levels with short phrases. The RPT paradigm is a quick and effective method for obtaining prominence judgements from na"ive listeners, who may adopt different marking strategies when asked to attend to different cues (Cole, Mahrt, & Hualde, 2014; Smith, 2013).

**Hypotheses and predictions**

In this study, we propose three hypotheses about the relationship between acoustics, context, and prominence: (1) the phonology-primary hypothesis, (2) the context-primary hypothesis, and (3) the balanced-cue hypothesis. In the first, phonological (or acoustic) salience is primary and is a prerequisite for prominence. Utterances without phonological salience, regardless of context, cannot be perceived as prominent. For salient utterances, however, both discourse context and listener’s knowledge about the discourse can provide secondary cues and thus enhance or diminish the perception of prominence accordingly, as demonstrated by Bock and Mazzella (1983) and Bishop (2012). This hypothesis therefore predicts main effects of phonological salience, but that significant effects of contextual factors should only be observed in interaction with the phonological salience. Under the second hypothesis, prompted in Lieberman (1965), context is primary, and phonological salience has little role in influencing the prominence of words. Here, main effects of contrastive context and of listener’s discourse knowledge are predicted, and the effect of phonological salience is expected only when the contexts elicit the perception of prominence. The third hypothesis is a balanced one, where phonological salience and context (both discourse context and listener’s knowledge) are equally weighted in terms of their influence on prominence. This hypothesis predicts that each factor should have an independent main effect, and an additive contribution to the perception of prominence when combined.

**Experiment 1: monologue**

**Participants**

A total of 43 monolingual speakers of American English participated in the experiment (27 female; aged 18–40, \(M = 21.9\)). Participants were recruited from among the Ohio State University community, and were compensated by either $10 or partial course credit.

**Materials**

Materials were drawn from a ToBI-annotated corpus of spontaneous speech (Ito & Speer, 2006). This speech corpus consists of spontaneous dialogues where a na"ive participant directed a confederate in the decoration of a Christmas tree. The participants were presented with slides on a computer screen that indicated an ornament and the location to place it on the tree one by one, and gave instructions to the confederate accordingly. The ordering of the ornaments requested, and their position relative to each other, was manipulated by the experimenters to alter the information status of the referring expressions used to denote the ornaments. Although the labels for the ornaments, such as “green egg”, were suggested in text on the screen, the participants were free to speak as they pleased, and thus the speech was truly a spontaneous interactive dialogue. (Indeed, one participant routinely invented new names for the ornaments, such as *periwinkle tumour* and *disco ball*, establishing “conceptual pacts” (Brennan & Clark, 1996) with the confederate over the course of their dialogue.)

For the present experiment, simple adjective–noun phrases, such as “green egg”, with the pitch accent sequence \([H^* !H^*]\) or \([L + H^* 0]\) (where 0 represents an unaccented word) were selected from one female talker in the corpus. This particular talker was chosen because of her relatively common use of these contours; other talkers represented in the corpus did not have enough distinct phrases using these contours to allow for a balanced design. A total of 22 adjective–noun phrases were selected. Ten of these phrases had a leading article *a* or *an*, while 12 others were bare. A total of 48 trials were created by pairing these utterances in sequences of two phrases each. The content of the phrases and their pitch accent tunes is listed in Appendix A. Figure 1 shows two representative samples of stimuli with pitch accent sequence \([H^* !H^*]\) and \([L + H^* 0]\).
Each trial consisted of two phrases, “context” and “target”, which were separated by 500 ms of silence. Each context-target sequence either elicited or did not elicit a contrastive interpretation of the adjective in the target phrase. A contrastive sequence repeated the noun (e.g. blue egg, green egg), which supported the notion that the referent green egg is being denoted in opposition to contextually determined alternatives (such as the blue egg, see Rooth, 1992). A non-contrastive sequence involved no repetition (e.g. blue ball, green egg). It is important to bear in mind that the term “contrastive” is used here to define the word sequence type, and not the pitch accent contour, which was manipulated orthogonally. If phrase sequence influences listeners’ perception of prosodic prominence, the word green in the sequence blue egg, green egg may be rated as more prominent than the same word in the sequence blue ball, green egg. Within each type of sequence (contrastive and non-contrastive), both the context and the target phrases appeared with either [H* !H*] or [L + H* 0] contour, yielding the design with eight conditions (Table 1). There were 6 trials in each condition, for a total of 48 trials in the experiment.

As can be seen, the current design investigates contrast on the adjective, but not on the noun. This choice was motivated simply by the availability of contour types in the original corpus of spontaneous speech. [L + H* 0] and [H* !H*] were the two most common contour types on two-word noun phrases, and they lend themselves naturally to an investigation of adjective contrast. Other contours which would have allowed an investigation of noun contrast (such as [H* L + H*]) were not common enough to make possible such an investigation. These constraints constitute one drawback of using stimuli drawn from a corpus of naturalistic, spontaneous speech.

### Table 1. Summary of design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context phrase</th>
<th>Target phrase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-contrastive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blue ball [H* !H*]</td>
<td>green egg [H* !H*]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUE ball [L + H* 0]</td>
<td>green egg [H* !H*]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blue ball [H* !H*]</td>
<td>GREEN egg [L + H* 0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUE ball [L + H* 0]</td>
<td>GREEN egg [L + H* 0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrastive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blue egg [H* !H*]</td>
<td>green egg [H* !H*]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUE egg [L + H* 0]</td>
<td>green egg [H* !H*]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blue egg [H* !H*]</td>
<td>GREEN egg [L + H* 0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUE egg [L + H* 0]</td>
<td>GREEN egg [L + H* 0]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 1. Spectrograms and f0 traces of two stimulus phrases used in the current experiments. Left: “brown drum” with [H* !H*]; right: “a brown drum” with [L + H* 0].

### Stimulus acoustics

To investigate the weight of psychoacoustic factors in the perception of prominence, each stimulus token underwent detailed acoustic analysis. On each of the adjective and the noun, a total of seven measures were
taken: (1) word duration, (2) vowel duration, (3) peak f0, (4) mean f0 during the vowel, (5) peak f0 alignment relative to vowel onset, and (6 and 7) two measures of spectral tilt. The spectral tilt measures, following Cole, Mo, and Baek (2010), were the difference between the mean intensity of two different spectral bands, either 2 kHz in bandwidth (i.e. 0–2 kHz minus 2–4 kHz) or 4 kHz in bandwidth (i.e. 0–4 kHz minus 4–8 kHz). Spectral tilt is known to be related to hyperarticulation in general and prosodic prominence in particular (Cole, Mo, & Baek, 2010; Sluijter & Van Heuven, 1996; Tamburini, 2005).

In addition to the above 14 measures, two f0 slope measures were taken to capture the gross pitch shape from the adjective to the noun: the slope from the adjective peak f0 to the noun peak f0; and the slope from the adjective vowel mean f0 to the noun vowel mean f0 for the interval between the adjective’s vowel midpoint to the noun’s vowel midpoint. Both of these slopes were expressed as a change in Hz per second. Finally, pitch excursion – the f0 change in Hz from trough to peak – was measured for the adjectives. (Excursion is not reported for nouns as no substantial f0 movement was observed on unaccented words or words with I'H* accents.)

Before discussing the results of this analysis in detail, it is worthwhile to bear in mind that it is quite normal for phonological categories to have overlapping phonetic cues. The difference between the vowels in beat and bit are clearly different to the native listener, but the acoustic properties of F1, F2, and duration cannot uniquely bisect the acoustic space of tokens of these sounds. This overlap is especially noticeable in spontaneous, naturally produced speech. Nevertheless, with enough tokens, it is possible to use statistical methods to establish that the means of these distributions differ, and therefore conclude that the acoustic dimensions of F1, F2, and duration are somewhat relevant to distinguishing beat from bit.

The stimuli in the current experiment are, for the purposes of establishing a phonetic distinction, relatively few – only 14 [H* I'H*] tokens and 8 [L + H* 0] tokens. A power analysis shows that for a sample of this size, a t-test has power of .574 to find a significant effect of Cohen’s d = 1, assuming an alpha of .05. Note that Cohen deemed an effect size of d = 0.8 to be “large”. These facts mean that the observation of significant differences between these two categories is unlikely, regardless of whether there is a true difference between the means. Further, it is well-known from phonetic studies of segmental phenomena, such as the vowels that distinguish beat and bit, that variability and overlap between distinct categories is extremely common.

Despite these limitations, significant differences were observed between the [H* I'H*] and the [L + H* 0] stimuli for two of these 17 acoustic variables: noun mean vowel f0 (t(12.476) = 2.388, p = .034) and vowel-to-vowel mean f0 slope (t(13.545) = 2.234, p = .043). Noun mean vowel f0 was higher for [H* I'H*] stimuli (208 Hz) than for [L + H* 0] stimuli (182.6 Hz), and vowel-to-vowel mean f0 slope was shallower for [H* I'H*] stimuli (–164.2 Hz/s) than for [L + H* 0] stimuli (–252.3 Hz/s). The 15 other acoustic variables were not significantly different between the two contour types (all p > .05). Means and standard errors of each measure are shown in Appendix B.

These results could be argued to suggest that the difference between these contours is realised solely on the noun. That is, the distinction is cued by the noun f0 height, meaning that the relevant property which distinguishes these contours is the distinction between I'H* and 0, while the adjectives do not differ in pitch accent (contrary to the transcription). To test this possibility, we constructed a support vector machine to predict contour type using only the acoustic features of the adjective. The model achieved an accuracy significantly above chance, at 86.3% (19 out of 22). While none of the adjective acoustic measures can alone separate the categories, which is hardly surprising given the small sample size and the inherent variability in spontaneous speech, the measures can accurately predict category when used together. Although the precise interplay of features within a support vector machine can be difficult to interpret, it is possible to assess the importance of particular features to the classification by examining the magnitude of the weight for that feature, and by comparison to the accuracy of a machine constructed without that feature. By these metrics, the acoustic measures of peak f0, word duration, and both spectral tilt measures were all important to the accurate prediction of pitch accent category for the adjective.

Two alternative conclusions can be drawn from these analyses. The first is that the pitch contours represented in this stimulus set may not differ in a large number of acoustic variables, including those purported to be relevant for the H*/L + H* distinction, such as adjective f0 peak, mean f0, peak alignment, and duration. Therefore, any distinct behavioural response between the contours may not be due to mere psychoacoustic prominence of the words that are labelled with H* and L + H*, but rather the listeners’ gestalt perception of the relative prominence within a continuous pitch contour. The second possibility is that the current acoustic cues used to identify the differences between the pitch accents are inadequate, and while they may be appropriate for some talkers, they do not yield consistent identification of pitch accents for this particular talker that provided
the stimuli. In either case, these acoustic analyses suggest that systematic variation in these stimuli is primarily in phonological pitch accent, rather than raw acoustic cues. Any results can therefore be inferred to be due to these phonological distinctions among the stimuli, and not mere psychoacoustic perceptual salience.

**Procedure**

The task instructions provided to the participants were as follows:

In normal speech, speakers pronounce some word or words in a sentence with more prominence than others. The prominent words are in a sense highlighted for the listener, and stand out from other, non-prominent words. In this experiment, you will listen to phrases and be asked to identify which words are prominent.

These instructions were followed by opportunities to ask questions, and further instructions on the logistical details of how to respond.

After the instructions and consent procedure were completed, participants were seated in front of a computer screen in a sound-attenuated booth. On each trial, a pair of phrases was presented over headphones. The four words that composed the context-target phrase sequence appeared on the screen (e.g. blue ball green egg). Participants used a button box to mark which of the four words they perceived to be prominent. Pressing a particular button (e.g. number 1) would select a particular word on the screen (e.g. adjective in the context phrase); pressing the button again would deselect the word. There were no limits on the participants’ selections: all four words could be selected, or none, or any possible combination of markings. Figure 2 shows an example screen display from a trial, with the word “brown” selected as prominent. The marking was self-paced and participants could take as much time as they wanted to ponder their selection. Once participants finished making their selection, they pressed the fifth, “continue” button, which replayed the stimulus and gave the participants another chance to alter their markings. A second press of the “continue” button progressed the experiment to the next trial. Thus, each stimulus pair was presented exactly twice to each participant, and each participant had ample opportunity to respond.

**Results**

A mixed effects logistic regression model tested whether or not the adjective of the target phrase (e.g. the green of blue egg, green egg) was marked as prominent. Fixed effects were the sequence type (contrastive or non-contrastive), the contour type of the context phrase ([H* !H*] or [L + H* 0]), and the contour type of the target phrase ([H* !H*] or [L + H* 0]). Since a number of participants reported during debriefing that they attended to the article a at the beginning of some phrases, the presence or absence of the article at the beginning of the first phrase and the second phrase were also added as two ad hoc fixed effects. Also included were two-way interactions between sequence type and context contour type, and between sequence type and target contour type. Random intercepts of item and participant were included, as were random slopes of target contour type and sequence type for participant. All effects were sum-contrast coded, with the contrastive sequence, [L + H* 0] contours, and phrases with articles coded with +0.5, and the non-contrastive sequence, [H* !H*] contours, and phrases without articles coded with −0.5. A total of 2064 prominence judgements (43 participants × 48 trials) were entered into the analysis.

The output of the mixed effects logistic regression model is reported in Table 2. Two predictor factors – target contour type and the presence of an article in the context phrase, showed a significant effect on the likelihood of prominence marking. First, the adjective in a [L + H* 0] target contour was more likely to be marked as prominent (80.8%) than the adjective in a [H* !H*] target contour (56.3%). This result confirms

![Figure 2](image-url). Example display screen from a trial in Experiment 1. Here, the word “brown” has been selected as prominent (highlighted in red), while the other words have not been selected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>β</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>2.544</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>1.727</td>
<td>.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context pitch accent contour</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.530</td>
<td>.596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target pitch accent contour</td>
<td>1.621</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>5.993</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context article</td>
<td>−0.664</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>−4.738</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target article</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.622</td>
<td>.534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence × context pitch accent contour</td>
<td>−0.281</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>−1.270</td>
<td>.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence × target pitch accent contour</td>
<td>0.553</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>2.233</td>
<td>.026</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significant p-values are in boldface.

Table 2. Output of logistic regression model for experiment 1.
that the phonological status of the contour predicted the prominence perception. Second, the presence of an article in the context phrase showed an unexpected effect on prominence marking. When preceded by a context phrase with an article, adjectives in target phrases were rated as less prominent (63.8%) than when the context phrase had no article (72.3%). That is, the word *green* was rated as more prominent in a *blue ball, green egg* than in *blue ball, green egg*.

In addition, a significant interaction between target contour and sequence type was observed. While sequence type alone did not influence prominence markings for the \([H^* \downarrow H^*] \) contour (mean ratings of 55.8% and 56.8% for non-contrastive and contrastive focus respectively), adjectives in the \([L + H^* 0]\) contour in the contrastive sequence were perceived to be more prominent (82.4%) than adjectives in \([L + H^* 0]\) in the non-contrastive sequence (79.3%) (see Figure 3). This interpretation was confirmed by a post hoc analysis of the \([L + H^* 0]\) and \([H^* \downarrow H^*]\) subsets separately, repeating the above logistic regression model (without a term for target pitch accent contour). In the model for the \([L + H^* 0]\) phrases, sequence type was observed to be significant (\( \beta = 0.629, z = 2.618, p < .01 \)), but sequence type was not significant in the \([H^* \downarrow H^*]\) model (\( \beta = -0.054, z = -0.348, p = .728 \)).

**Discussion**

When two phrases were presented side-by-side with minimal discourse context, prominence markings of the adjective in the target phrase were primarily influenced by the pitch contour type of the target phrase. Those with the \([L + H^* 0]\) contour were much more likely to have the adjective marked as prominent than those with the \([H^* \downarrow H^*]\) contour. Thus, naïve listeners were sensitive to the difference between the two contour types produced by a naïve speaker. This shows that the trained ToBI-labellers’ phonological distinction between the two contours bear perceptual reality in ordinary listeners. However, this result does not necessarily imply that participants of the present experiment made a phonological distinction between \(L + H^*\) and \(H^*\) for the adjective. The higher prominence marking for the adjectives with \(L + H^*\) than for those with \(H^*\) may have resulted from the perception of relative prominence on the adjective in comparison to the following noun after the entire phrase was processed. That is, because our stimulus phrases are either \([L + H^* 0]\) or \([H^* \downarrow H^*]\), it is not possible to separate effects due to the pitch accent type on the adjective versus the noun. The simplest interpretation is that the prominence of the adjective is mediated by the pitch accent type of the adjective, but this cannot be determined with absolute certainty. In any case, the results demonstrate a strong effect of contour type on perceived adjective prominence.

The present data showed no main effect of sequence, that is, the repetition of the noun alone did not lead to more frequent perception of prominence on the target phrase’s adjective (blue egg, *green egg*). However, the significant interaction between sequence and target pitch accent type reveals that participants were sensitive to the information structure of the phrases, but only when the prosody supported the contrastive interpretation: adjectives in contrastive \([L + H^* 0]\) phrases were endorsed as prominent more often (82.4%) than those in non-contrastive \([L + H^* 0]\) phrases (79.3%) (\( \beta = 1.621, z = 5.933, p < .001 \)). For \([H^* \downarrow H^*]\) contours, sequence type had no effect on prominence marking (56.8% for contrastive vs. 55.8% for non-contrastive). There are two alternative interpretations for this asymmetry between \([L + H^* 0]\) and \([H^* \downarrow H^*]\): First, the result may support the phonology-primary hypothesis, which predicts that acoustic salience (that lead to phonological distinction) must be present for evoking prominence whereas the sequence of referential expressions has only an additive effect to enhance the perception of prominence. However, the present result contradicts previous findings that information structure influences prominence perception independently of acoustics (Bishop, 2012; Bock & Mazzella, 1983). An alternative account is that a discourse context such as contrastive sequence has an effect to enhance the perception of prominence independently of the presence or absence of acoustic salience, yet the current task failed to establish a discourse context within which a sequence that repeats the noun can be interpreted.

**Figure 3.** Prominence endorsement rates for target adjectives in Experiment 1, split by sequence type and pitch accent.
contrastively. Since the stimuli were presented in an extremely impoverished discourse context, participants may have not processed each phrase pair as part of a coherent discourse. To further explore the effect of local context, experiment 2 inserted a brief response from the male confederate between the context and the target phrases to make the same phrase sequences sound like an extraction from a conversation between two speakers.

Experiment 2: plain dialogue

Participants

A total of 42 monolingual speakers of American English (28 female; aged 18–34, \(M = 21.0\)) participated in the experiment, none of whom had participated in experiment 1. Participants were recruited from among the Ohio State University community, and were compensated by either $10 or partial course credit.

Materials

Experiment 2 used the same stimuli from Experiment 1, but a short feedback phrase was inserted between each context and target phrase to create the percept of an ongoing dialogue, rather than a monologue. The short utterances such as “Alrighty, next” and “Okay, next” were produced by the male confederate (the tree decorator) in Ito and Speer (2006), and thus were part of the same corpus that provided the female talker’s stimuli phrases. Six such phrases were inserted between the context and target phrases. The mean duration of the inserted phrase was 968 ms (min: 575 ms; max: 1589 ms). All other aspects of the stimuli were identical to those of Experiment 1.

Procedure

The procedure for Experiment 2 was identical to that of Experiment 1. No additional instruction was provided regarding the discourse background of the stimuli.

Results

A mixed effects logistic regression model tested whether or not the target adjective was marked as prominent. Model structure was identical to that of Experiment 1. A total of 2016 prominence judgements (42 participants \(\times\) 48 trials) were entered into the analysis.

The output of the mixed effects logistic regression model is reported in Table 3. The overall pattern of results was very similar to Experiment 1, showing the main effects of the pitch contour type and the presence of an article for the context phrase: adjectives with \(L + H^*\) were more likely to be marked (76.9%) than adjectives with \(H^*\) (48.7%); and adjectives in target phrases preceded by context phrases with an article were less likely to be marked (59.5%) than those preceded by context phrases with no article (65.3%). In addition, the presence of an article in the target phrase showed an effect in Experiment 2: adjectives in target phrases with articles were perceived as more prominent (69.1%) than adjectives in target phrases without articles (53.9%). This effect is in the opposite direction to that of the article presence on the context phrase. Taken together, these effects suggest that an article enhances the prominence of its own phrase while diminishing the prominence of other phrases. Again, there was a significant interaction between sequence type and contour type in the target phrase suggesting that adjectives with \(L + H^*\) were perceived as more prominent when appearing in contrastive sequences (79.6%) than in non-contrastive sequences (74.2%) (see Figure 4).

![Figure 4. Prominence endorsement rates for target adjectives in Experiment 2, split by sequence type and pitch accent.](image)

**Table 3. Output of logistic regression model for experiment 2.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(\beta)</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>(z)</th>
<th>(p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>0.499</td>
<td>1.507</td>
<td>0.132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>1.391</td>
<td>0.164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context pitch accent contour</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target pitch accent contour</td>
<td>2.097</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>7.477</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context article</td>
<td>-0.562</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>-3.828</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target article</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>2.939</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence (\times) context pitch accent contour</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>0.638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence (\times) target pitch accent contour</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>3.835</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significant \(p\)-values are in boldface.
Discussion

The results of this experiment were qualitatively similar to those of Experiment 1. Again, adjectives in phrases with the \([L + H^* 0]\) contour were marked as more prominent (76.9%) than those in phrases with the \([H^* !H^*]\) contour (48.7%). Also, adjectives in contrastive \([L + H^* 0]\) phrases were marked as more prominent than those in non-contrastive \([L + H^* 0]\) phrases, with no effect of sequence on \([H^* !H^*]\) phrases. However, the magnitude of these effects appears to be greater in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1. While in Experiment 1, the contrastive sequences led to a 3.1 percentage point increase for endorsement of \([L + H^* 0]\) phrases as compared to non-contrastive sequences, in Experiment 2 the sequence manipulation led to an increase of 5.4 percentage points. While this small increase in the magnitude of the effect may be due to differences between subject groups in the two experiments, it may also suggest that the insertion of a confederate’s utterance between the two phrases may have led listeners to process the sequence as a coherent discourse more than in Experiment 1. As in Experiment 1, there was no effect of sequence on \([H^* !H^*]\) phrases, that is, the effect of contrastive sequence was not shown unless the target phrase had phonetic prominence. Again, we are faced with the two alternative interpretations of the interaction: either that prosody serves as the primary cue to prominence whereas the discourse context alone can only add to the effect by evoking contrast (contra Bishop, 2012; Bock & Mazzella, 1983); or that the stimuli presentation of Experiments 1 and 2 simply did not allow the participants to interpret the sequence as naturalistic discourse.

In favour of the latter alternative are comments received in the post-experiment debriefing. While several participants reported that they believed the recordings to be excerpted from a true and real dialogue, some claimed that they found the juxtaposition of phrases implausible or unexpected. Further, several participants mentioned that they found the inserted feedback utterances to be “annoying” or “distracting”. Quantitative comparison of the results of this experiment to those of Experiment 1 suggests that there was overall less prominence marking in this experiment: target adjectives were marked as prominent 68.6% of the time in Experiment 1 but only 62.9% of the time in Experiment 2 (\(\chi^2(1) = 14.755, p < .001\)). Thus, it is possible that the inserted phrases were distracting and unexpected, and disrupted the participants’ attention and the flow between the phrases, resulting in fewer overall markings. Since participants of Experiment 2 had no information as to what communicative purpose those sequential utterances had, assessing prominence of two phrases that were separated by another voice may have been rather difficult. Experiment 3 therefore was designed to provide the participants with an explicit explanation of the purpose and the context of discourse between the two speakers, without a change in stimuli. If listeners’ awareness of the discourse background is tightly related to their processing of discourse structure, the contrastive sequence should lead to the largest effect in enhancing the percept of prominence when participants have the richest information about the corpus. Importantly, as predicted by the context-primary hypothesis, phonological prominence may not remain as the primary cue to prosodic prominence when listeners’ knowledge about the task background is sufficient for processing the phrase sequences as a coherent discourse.

Experiment 3: narrative dialogue

Participants

A total of 40 monolingual speakers of American English (26 female; aged 17–35, \(M = 20.7\)) were recruited from among the Ohio State University community, and were compensated by either $10 or partial course credit. None of them had participated in Experiments 1 or 2.

Materials

Auditory stimuli were the identical to those used in Experiment 2.

Procedure

The procedure for this experiment was the same as that of Experiment 2, with the sole exception of the task instructions. In this experiment, participants were told that the voices they would hear are from a previous experiment where two people talked to each other to decorate a Christmas tree. They were presented with around 40 seconds of the spontaneous conversation between the instructor and the decorator, a diagram of the experimental setup, and a description of how the slides on the screen elicited the speech from the instructor. Participants were encouraged to imagine that they were physically present with both the instructor and the decorator, and to mark “the words that stood out the most” (see Appendix C for the specific instructions presented to participants in Experiment 3). This manipulation in the instruction offered the
participants more background information on the recordings, allowing them to be aware of a discourse context to a much greater degree than in Experiments 1 or 2.

**Results**

A mixed effects logistic regression model with a structure identical to that of Experiments 1 and 2 tested how the same predictor factors affected the likelihood of prominence marking. A total of 1,920 prominence judgements (40 participants × 48 trials) were entered into the analysis.

The output of the model is reported in Table 4. The same effects observed in Experiments 1 and 2 were again observed in this experiment: significant simple effects of target pitch contour, context phrase article presence, and target phrase article presence, and a significant interaction between sequence and target pitch accent contour. That is, adjectives with L + H* were overall more likely to be marked (79.1%) than adjectives with H* (53.3%); adjectives in target phrases preceded by context phrases with an article were less likely to be marked (64.0%) than those preceded by phrases with no article (67.9%); adjectives in target phrases with an article were more likely to be marked (69.6%) than those in targets phrases with no article (61.5%); and adjectives with L + H* were perceived as more prominent (84.2%) in contrastive sequences than in non-contrastive sequences (74.0%) (see Figure 5). Importantly, a significant main effect of sequence type, which was not observed to be significant in Experiments 1 and 2, was observed in this experiment. That is, adjectives in the contrastive sequences were marked as more prominent (67.5%) than those in non-contrastive sequences (64.9%).

The use of sum contrasts in the model design means that each of these effects can be interpreted as equivalent to an ANOVA “main effect” (see Clopper, 2013, for discussion of contrast structure in mixed effects modeling). However, it appears from Figure 5 that this main effect of sequence type is driven solely by the [L + H*] phrases. To test for this hypothesis, the analysis was repeated but the crucial variables were re-coded with treatment contrasts: target phrase pitch accent contour (with [H* !H*] as baseline), and sequence type (with non-contrastive sequence as baseline). Under this coding scheme, the sequence type coefficient is interpreted as the effect of the sequence type solely on the [H* !H*] phrases, with any effects of sequence type on [L + H*] trials that deviate being indicated in the interaction term between pitch accent and sequence type. Under this analysis, sequence type was not significant for the [H* !H*] trials (\(p = .073\)), but it was significant for the [L + H*] trials (\(\hat{\beta} = 1.081, \ z = 4.546, p < .001\)).

**Discussion**

As observed in Experiments 1 and 2, [L + H*] phrases were more often marked as prominent than [H* !H*] phrases. Again, an interaction between sequence and pitch contour was observed, with adjectives in contrastive [L + H*] phrases being marked as more prominent than those in non-contrastive [L + H*] phrases. That is, the sequence manipulation had an effect on phrases with [L + H*], but not on those with [H* !H*].

These effects are all the more striking when considering that the stimuli herein were exactly the same as those in Experiment 2, and the only difference was that participants were made aware of the provenance of the recordings and asked to imagine themselves listening to an ongoing dialogue. Experiment 2 saw an increase of 5.4 percentage points for [L + H*] phrases in contrastive vs non-contrastive sequences (compared

---

**Table 4. Output of logistic regression model for experiment 3.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(\hat{\beta})</th>
<th>Std. error</th>
<th>(z)</th>
<th>(P)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.827</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>1.774</td>
<td>.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>2.491</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context pitch contour</td>
<td>-0.078</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>-0.603</td>
<td>.546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target pitch contour</td>
<td>1.897</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>6.986</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context article</td>
<td>-0.455</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>-3.016</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target article</td>
<td>0.532</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>2.120</td>
<td>.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence × context pitch accent contour</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.236</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>.772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence × target pitch accent contour</td>
<td>1.376</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>5.246</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significant \(p\)-values are in boldface.
to Experiment 1), while Experiment 3 saw a 10.2 percentage point increase (again compared to Experiment 1). These effects speak to the influence of participants’ beliefs about the stimuli they are exposed to: when listeners process utterances as part of a coherent discourse where they believe the speaker to have communicative intent, the informational status of words assigned by a local context can impact the perception of prominence (see also Speer, Warren, & Schafer, 2011).

These results also suggest that even in the presence of sufficient discourse context, the influence of information structure on prominence perception is conditioned on the presence of acoustic prominence. When listeners process a discourse, a congruence between acoustic prominence and information structure seems to lead to the highest likelihood of prominence perception.

**General discussion**

In comparing the three experiments that varied in the presence or absence of the second voice of the confederate and in the presence or absence of explicit description of the discourse background, some general trends appear. Foremost among these is the effect of pitch contour. In all three experiments, the adjective in a [L + H* 0] phrase was endorsed as prominent more often than the adjective in a [H* !H*] phrase. As discussed in the stimulus analysis in Experiment 1, this result cannot be accounted for simply by isolated acoustic cues such as the adjective’s f0, intensity, and duration, since the [L + H* 0] phrases and the [H* !H*] phrases did not differ significantly along these dimensions. Rather, we maintain that the contrast between these two contour types is a phonological distinction, cued by a complex of multiple phonetic correlates.

Another clear trend across the experiments is the lack of effect of pitch contour of the context phrase. The pitch accent contour of the preceding phrase never significantly influenced the prominence marking of the target phrase. This result suggests that, while prominence is relational, it is bounded in scope, presumably at the level of the intonational phrase. In this connection, it is worthwhile to note that participants were asked to mark the presence or absence of prominence on all four words – two each in the context and target phrases – in each trial. Their attention was therefore directed towards considering all four words as a single entity, but the pitch accent contour of the context phrase appears to never have influenced the perception of prominence of the target phrase.

The lack of pitch contour effects of the context phrase is surprising given Bock and Mazzella’s (1983) finding that a prominent element in a context phrase can trigger expectation of a prominent element in the target phrase (cf. Foltz, 2010, showing complex interactions of prosodic prominence and edge tones in the processing of context vs. target adjectives in successive sentences). It is possible to carry out a post hoc analysis to determine if the perceived prominence of the context adjective (rather than the pitch contour) has an influence on the perceived prominence of the target adjective. This possibility was examined by examining rates of prominence marking on target adjectives with L + H* split by whether or not the context adjective was marked as prominent. When the context was marked as prominent, the target adjectives were marked as prominent 77.0% of the time; when the context was not marked as prominent, the target adjectives were marked as prominent 82.2% of the time. This pattern provides further evidence suggesting that prominence is relational, not absolute, although in this case, it is not possible to determine whether the context adjective prominence affects the target adjective prominence or vice versa. This pattern also suggests that the prominent element in the context phrase did not prompt expectation of a (contrastive and) prominent element in the target phrase. This result is counter to that of Bock and Mazzella but can be explained as being due to differences in sentential content between the experiments. That is, Bock and Mazzella’s stimuli were essentially corrective utterances (Arnold didn’t fix the radio, Doris fixed the radio), whereas the current stimuli involve no such illocutionary force, suggesting that the expectation effect is driven by both sentential context and prosodic prominence.

Nevertheless, one aspect of the context phrase – the presence or absence of an article – did influence the perception of prominence in the target phrase. In Experiments 2 and 3, the presence of an article on the target phrase also affected the prominence rating. While the presence of an article in the context phrase decreased the prominence marking rate of the target adjective, an article in the target phrase increased it. These data suggest an effect of article presence on the construction of rhythmic structure – another factor that can influence the perception of prominence. While we cannot examine the effect of projected rhythmic structure and its interaction with acoustics or discourse context with the present data, these remain interesting topics for future research. These patterns further confirm the relative nature of prominence: the articles were unaccented and gave rise to the salience of the following material (i.e. adjective). In the context phrase, the heightened prominence of the context adjective due to the article may have made the target adjective relatively less prominent, leading to a decrease in prominence markings. Similarly, it could be that the article – either a or an – implied that...
the noun is new to the discourse, and was therefore perceived to be more prominent (Calhoun, 2010; cf. Turnbull, in press). Table 5 shows percentage prominence marking rates for each word in each trial, split by the presence of an article at the beginning of the word’s phrase. As can be seen, adjectives are generally more likely to be marked as prominent when preceded by an article.

In terms of information structure, although the contrastive sequence context alone did not reliably increase prominence ratings for target adjectives, it did produce a consistent numerical trend across experiments. In addition, a significant interaction between the pitch contour type and sequence was observed consistently in all three experiments: Contrastive [L + H* 0] was marked as more prominent than non-contrastive [L + H* 0]. Importantly, the size of this effect varied with the listener’s awareness of discourse context. The difference between contrastive and non-contrastive [L + H* 0] was the smallest in the monologue condition (Experiment 1), slightly larger with inserted turns (Experiment 2) and the largest when a detailed scenario directed participants to interpret the stimuli sequence as part of a task-oriented dialogue (Experiment 3). Thus, listeners required stronger support of dialogue context in order to assign information status to the sequential phrases. When listeners process the incoming stream of speech as components of a coherent discourse, the confluence of phonological cues, such as pitch accent, with semantic cues, such as contrast, becomes important. Given the present results, we argue that the phonological and semantic cues must be “aligned” in some manner for prominence to be enhanced.

Overall patterns of pitch accent prominence

To determine whether the interaction between the target phrase’s pitch contour type and the sequence was reliably enhanced across the experiments, the data from all three experiments were pooled into one large dataset. With the merged dataset, the robust effect of phonological (and phonetic) properties of the contours on the prominence perception was confirmed. Table 5 shows endorsement rates for adjectives and noun in all target phrases split by contrast and pitch accent contour. Figure 6 shows mean prominence markings for all pitch accents (L + H*, H*, IH*, and 0) on all words collapsed over all three experiments, from a total of 24,000 judgements in total ([(43 participants × 48 trials) + (42 participants × 48 trials) + (40 participants × 48 trials)] × 4 words). A clear hierarchy of pitch accent prominence emerges, such that the likelihood of prominence marking was highest to lowest in the order of L + H* > H* > IH* > 0. This pattern is consistent with the expected patterns of prominence in American English. Since all of the L + H*s and H*s were associated with phrase-initial adjectives, and all of the !H*s and unaccented words were phrase-final nouns, this hierarchy also suggests that the early adjectives were overall more likely to be marked as prominent than the later nouns. It is not clear whether this pattern is due to the part of speech or the linear sequence within a phrase. Further, since L + H* adjectives always preceded an unaccented noun (in [L + H* 0]), and the H* adjectives always preceded a noun with IH* (in [H !H*]), the hierarchy may also reflect the relative assessment of prominence within each phrase (e.g. the unaccented noun within [L + H* 0] contour sounded less prominent than the noun in [H* IH*]). Thus, the present data do not demonstrate absolute prominence distinctions among the pitch accent types for isolated words. Rather, they show consistent differences in the likelihood of prominence perception for words produced in the two contours. Importantly, the likelihood of prominence marking by our naïve participants corresponded to the different pitch accent types identified by the trained ToBI annotators, validating the practice of inferring relative prominence levels from ToBI annotations.

Between experiment analysis

To test the effect of listeners’ beliefs about the discourse status of spoken stimuli, a mixed effects logistic regression model structure was constructed to include factors identical to the previous analyses, with one additional fixed effect of experiment (treatment coded: monologue (baseline), plain dialogue, or narrative dialogue). The model also included three kinds of two-way interactions between experiment and context contour

Table 5. Percentage endorsement rates for each word in each trial, split by the presence of an article at the beginning of the word’s phrase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>No article</th>
<th>Article</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Adjective</td>
<td>56.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noun</td>
<td>25.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Percentage endorsement rates (standard deviations in parentheses) for adjectives and noun in all target phrases in all three experiments, split by contrast and pitch accent contour.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjective</th>
<th>Noun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H* IH*</td>
<td>L + H* 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-contrastive</td>
<td>54.1 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrastive</td>
<td>51.5 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
type, experiment and target contour type, and experiment and sequence type, and two kinds of three-way interactions between experiment, sequence type, and context contour type, and between experiment, sequence type, and target contour type.

In addition to the effects of target pitch contour type and article and the interaction between the sequence and pitch contour type, the results of cross-experiment analysis (Table 7) showed a significant three-way interaction between sequence type, target pitch contour type, and experiment. The boost in prominence afforded to contrastive \([L + H^* 0]\) phrases (relative to non-contrastive \([L + H^* 0]\) phrases) was significantly larger in Experiment 3 (Narrative Dialogue), relative to Experiment 1 (Monologue). This prominence boost was numerically larger in Experiment 2 (Plain Dialogue) than in Experiment 1 (Monologue), but was not significant (\(\beta = 0.394, p = .222\)). Thus, the insertion of the confederate’s turns and the detailed instructions about the discourse background altered the participants’ beliefs about the stimuli, and enhanced the effects of contrastive sequence and \([L + H^* 0]\) to hear prominence on the target adjective.

### The role of awareness of dialogue

Across these three experiments, we have shown that a participant’s awareness of discourse can turn mere concatenated phrases (Experiment 1) into meaningful discourse units. In all three experiments, participants judged an adjective with a \([L + H^*]\) pitch accent to be more prominent when it was in a contrastive context (blue egg ... green egg) than when it was in a non-contrastive context (blue ball ... green egg). Crucially, the magnitude of this effect increased with the enrichment of the discourse context, or the extent to which the participants believed that they were listening to a genuine dialogue with true illocutionary goals. In the first experiment, participants listened to concatenated phrases spoken by a single talker with no prior expectations about what they would hear. In the second experiment, the voice of another talker intervened the phrases, providing feedback to the first talker and thus made each sequence a dialogue. Finally, the third experiment provided participants with much more background information about the recordings, and instructed them explicitly to imagine directly observing the conversation. Across these manipulations, the magnitude of the effect of contrast on prominence increased from 3.1 percentage points (Experiment 1), to 5.4 percentage points (Experiment 2), and to 10.2 percentage points (Experiment 3).

These differences arose in spite of the fact that the target stimuli were acoustically identical in all three experiments. Prominence perception is therefore sensitive to the phonological form of the stimulus itself, the semantic context of the stimulus, and the extent to which the listener infers communicative intent on the part of the talker.

### Table 7. Output of logistic regression of grand analysis of all three experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(\beta)</th>
<th>Std.Error</th>
<th>(z)</th>
<th>(p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>0.437</td>
<td>2.265</td>
<td>.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>1.717</td>
<td>.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context pitch accent contour</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>0.454</td>
<td>.650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target pitch accent contour</td>
<td>1.806</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>7.376</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative dialogue experiment</td>
<td>-0.145</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>-0.657</td>
<td>.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plain dialogue experiment</td>
<td>-0.334</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>-1.532</td>
<td>.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context article</td>
<td>-0.0536</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>-0.634</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target article</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>2.126</td>
<td>.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context pitch accent contour × narrative dialogue experiment</td>
<td>-0.099</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>-0.615</td>
<td>.539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context pitch accent contour × plain dialogue experiment</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>.996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target pitch accent contour × narrative dialogue experiment</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>.916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target pitch accent contour × plain dialogue experiment</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>.806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence × context pitch accent contour</td>
<td>-0.237</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>-1.060</td>
<td>.289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence × target pitch accent contour</td>
<td>0.508</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>2.146</td>
<td>.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence × narrative dialogue experiment</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>.426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence × plain dialogue experiment</td>
<td>-0.050</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>-0.308</td>
<td>.758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence × context pitch accent contour × Narrative dialogue experiment</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>0.864</td>
<td>.388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence × context pitch accent contour × Plain dialogue experiment</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>1.028</td>
<td>.304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence × target pitch accent contour × Narrative dialogue experiment</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.332</td>
<td>2.712</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence × target pitch accent contour × Plain dialogue experiment</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>1.220</td>
<td>.222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significant p-values are in boldface.
Conclusion

We have reported on three experiments that investigated the perception of prominence, and how this perception is influenced by pitch accenting and discourse-driven contrast. Stimulus phrases, consisting of an adjective and a noun (e.g. green egg) either bore a [L + H* 0] contour or a [H* !H*] contour, and, given the preceding phrase, the adjective was either contrastive or non-contrastive. In all three experiments, adjectives in [L + H* 0] phrases were more often marked as prominent than adjectives in [H* !H*] phrases. Additionally, participants marked adjectives in [L + H* 0] phrases as more prominent when the adjective was contrastive than when the adjective was not contrastive. Crucially, the magnitude of this effect increased as the discourse context was enriched (the between experiment manipulation). That is, the extent to which the listener had reason to believe that they were listening to a genuine dialogue with real illocutionary goals, rather than a contextless monologue, mediated the listener’s responses to the contrastive [L + H* 0] phrases: the size of the prominence enhancement for these phrases due to contrast increased monotonically from experiments 1–3. These results suggest that the mechanism of prominence processing is reliant on pragmatic (metalinguistic) contextual factors, such as listener’s awareness of discourse, as well as more linguistic contextual factors, such as contrast in a discourse.

Taken together, these results are consistent with the phonology-primary hypothesis, where phonological factors play the primary role in the perception of prominence, with context providing a supporting role when phonological prominence has been established. The context-primary and balanced-cue hypotheses both predict that context alone ought to be able to trigger prominence in the absence of supporting phonological factors, but this prediction is not borne out in our data. Importantly, the present data revealed that the effect of linguistic context that elicits the processing of information structure (which in turn influences the perception of prominence) is constrained by listeners’ awareness of the discourse context.

The precise relationship between prominence perception and acoustic salience is yet to be explored; such an investigation must take into account both within-word prominence (due to, for example, lexical stress or the salience of individual phonemes, Kohler, 2008) and perceived vocal effort (Eriksson & Traunmüller, 2002). Future work that uses stimuli from multiple talkers, thus introducing intra-speaker variation, is also warranted. The extent to which the local context cues a target phrase as more or less predictable may be able to influence prominence perception independently of other factors, but this is not currently known (see Turnbull et al., 2015, for an investigation of the role of predictability in prosody production). It is clear that prominence perception is a function of multiple factors, including acoustic salience, phonology, semantics, and awareness of discourse context. Future work should consider how these factors interact with each other in more enriched discourse context.

Notes

1. By ‘acoustics’, we refer to physical properties of the signal, such as fundamental frequency and harmonic structure. By ‘phonology’, we refer to the utterance’s abstract properties, such as pitch accents and phonemic content.
2. A support vector machine is a type of machine learning model which classifies multi-dimensional tokens into a set number of categories (in this case, 2). The model finds the optimal separating hyperplane to bisect the space into the clearest separation of categories. Relatively accessible introductions can be found in Chapter 12 of Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman (2009) and Chapter 5 of Styler (2015).
3. Since our conception of prominence is inherently relational, it is also possible to carry out an analysis of the reported prominence of the adjective relative to the noun. That is, if the adjective is marked as prominent and the noun is not, the relative prominence score is 1; if the noun is marked as prominent and the adjective is not, the score is −1; and if both or neither of the words are marked as prominent, the score is 0. Such an analysis yields the same pattern of results as those reported here for all three experiments and the cross-experiment analysis conducted in the discussion section. At the request of a reviewer, these models are reported in Appendix D. However, since the distribution of this relative prominence score fails to meet the assumption of normality required for linear regression modelling, we do not discuss these analyses here.
4. A reviewer asked whether the phrasing of ‘words that stood out the most’ could have encouraged participants to focus on the single most prominent word, leading to different response strategies from the other experiments. This hypothesis predicts that there should be overall fewer markings in Experiment 3 relative to the other experiments, as participants are biased to mark one and only one word. However, this prediction is not borne out in the data: Target adjectives were marked 66.2% of the time in Experiment 3, versus 68.6% and 62.8% in Experiments 1 and 2 respectively. In Experiment 3, the mean number of words that were marked as prominent (from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 4) was 1.78; the means for Experiments 1 and 2 were 1.86 and 1.77, respectively. It does not appear, then, that the instructions necessarily had any influence upon the participants’ overall propensity to mark words as prominent or not.
5. To allow the statistical comparison of Experiments 2 and 3, the model was re-constructed with Experiment 2 as
the baseline for the fixed effect of experiment. This model revealed that the prominence boost for \( [L + H^0] \) phrases in contrastive contexts was not significantly larger in Experiment 3 relative to Experiment 2 (\( β = -0.047, p = .885 \)).
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